


Prologue

The play that 1s to be presented to us is RUK or
J

Rossum's Universal fobots by Karel Capek. 1t was written
in the early 1920's? atter/the first world war, but before

the tremendous burst of engineering and technical developments

which Drocefied: and followed the second Worid War,

It was written in Czechoslovakia, one of the most highly

industrialized of the smaller countries in Europe; and one

which was thoroughly familiar with modern techniques and

yét sufficiently on the side lines to be able to view these

techniques with a certain objectivity. The theme,~namely,
: PN Hama

that of a mankind threatened by its own machines, was mew

to drama, althourh it was not new to literature, The

possibilities of the machine had been suspected and feared
Bae LS Ror ~ ums Yate Lc

by Samael Butlers donager Us the last quarter of the
Gl C ba IR.19th century, Ther + melodrama, but it is intelligent

melodrama; that is, while the action involves intense

emotions caused by events foreign to the experience of the

Ae

average playgoer who saw it at the the time of its presentation,

it represents intellectual speculation on a highly significant

level.

When the play was written, the automatic machine was

still in its infena¥ H perhaps it 1s even better to say
3s a rhs, FalSg

was still inthewomb-eftime,Sincethenwehavehadnot
merely a succession of automatic machines, but a philosophy

of automatic machinery itself. The antiaircraft gun is elther

controlied automaticaply or in many cases 1it eaungy be controlled
at alle The eye which 2 ois the gates of Took Sout passerby

is but the merest toy in comparison with the electric eyes (é-
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inspect/;&amp; whole industry. The electric computing machines

on our desks are less than half-way from the sgeenpan of the

Chinese to the modern electronic computing machines. The

techniques of automatic warfare have operated with means far

too perilous to be directly in the hands of a living individual

and operate targatntonstioally. The new directed weapons

seek thelr goal in quite as real a sense as does a homing

pigeon.
Not only have we automic machines, but we have a whole

Gh orFbiedir ¥
branch of engineering devoted to the study of more automatic

machines. Their philosophy has become assoclated with that of

living beings Ana the ideas of their constructors have found

a place in the study of the nervous system. As time goes,

1t 1s but a short day before the great assembly lines of our

factories will be operated automatically. Machines demand

to be understood or they will take the bread from the mouths

of our workers. Not only that, but they defdnhnd that we

understand man as Fanon we shall become their slaves and not

they ours. Now I would like to show you one £m of these

machines. "Here, Palomillal"

Now notice that there is no particular faclal resemblance

of th s machine to a living organism. Its resemblance 1s

'n its soull, and what 1t does and how it behaves. Sooper



PROLOGUE FOR R.U.R.

The lay that is to be presented to vs is B.U.R., or Regsum's Universal
Robots, by Karel Capek. It was written in the carly 1920's after tho Firsv
World War, but before the tremendous burst of engineering end technical de-
velopments which has preceded and followed the Second Vorld Var. 1% was
aritten in Czechoslovakia, onc of the most highly industrialized of the small-
sr comtrics of Europe; and one which was thoroughly familiar with modern
techniques and yet sufficiently cn the side lines to be able to view these
techniques with a certain objectivity. The theme--nemely, that of a mankind
threatened by its own machines, was then strange to drame, clthough it wes
not new to literature. The possibilities of the machinc had been suspected
and feared by Samuel Butler in his New Zealand Sheep-Run as long ago as tho
last quarter of the 19th contury.

Capek's R.U.R. is = mclodrema, but it is intelligent mclodroma: thet is,
while the action involves intensc emotions caused by events forcign to the ex-
nerience of the average playgoer who saw it at the time of its yrescantation,
it represcnts intellectual speculation on a highly significant level.

When the play was writton, the automatic machine was still in its in-
fancy, or perhaps it 1s cven better to say was 8till in its gestation. Zince
then, we have had not mercly a succession of sutomatic machines, but = philoso-
phy of automatic machinery itself. The sptiaireraft sun 1s either controllod
sutomatically, or in many cases it cannot be controlled at all. Theo oye which
opens the gates of Technology for the passerby is but the merest toy in com
parison with the electric oyes which ingpect o wholo industry. Tha slecirie
computing machines orn our desks arc lese then half-way from the swent-n of tho
Chinese to the modern electronic computing machines. The techniques of suto-
metic warfare have operated with moons far too perilous to be directly in the
hands of living individual and operate largely nutomatically. The now dircct-
sd weanons sock their gosl in cuite as real a scnsc ag docs a homing plgoon.

Not only have we automatic machines, but we have e vhole branch of on-
gincering devoted to the study of the construction of ore automatic rochines.
Thoir philosophy hes become associated with that of living boings, ond the idoos
of their constructors have found a place in the study of tho nervous system.
As time goes, it is but a short day before the great assanbly lines of our
factories will be o crated automatically. liechines domand to be understood,
or they will take the bread from the mouths of our workers. Rot only that, but
they demand that we understand man 2s man, or we shall become their slaves and
not they ours. Now I would like to show you onc of those nachines.

“Horo, Palomillal® (Demonstration of Robot Mechanism)

Now notice that there is no jarticular facial rescmblance of this mochine
to a living orgenism. Its resemblance is in its soul, and whet 1% docs ond
how it behaves.

ginilarly, thc automata of industry do not vortray a deceptive resemblance
to human bcings in their appesrence. Thoy do not woer masks, znd work by wheels
and shafts, rather then by arms and legs. Thiy Go not have a standeyd patiern,
and when the factorics begin to cxport them by thousends, the orders will not
read simply, "Plessc send me 1000 robots," but rether, "We should like to con-
sult with your installation cngincer concerning the dogiroability of jurchas-
ing two dozen merk 18 assembly linc robots for the control of our new airplaonc
factory. Can you furnish the scrvices of &amp; taping oxpert on your ovn staff,
or at any rate reccommend a reliable men whom vie can emiloy? % In other words
the physical picturc of robot: as given in the ley is conventicnel and unreal-
istic...
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Yot in that manner in which its upoper rcality lics-—-the reality of ideas
and cmotions--Capck!s "lay has stood up very well with the passing of time.
1f wo wish to indulge in a little foney, there is no eity mors fit to be tho
birthilace of the demon of the machinc-thar Prague--Praguc, thc city of the
Emperor Rudolph, and his crew of megicaans; Prague--whosc legend is the legend
of thc Golem, which the great rabbi made of clay, and into which the sacred
and unsi:cakablc name of Jehovah on his breath, he blew life and horror.

It was the cpigram of Plato that either kings must become philosophers
or the philosophers must become kings. Similarly, 1 say that either the on-
gincers must become poets or the poets must become engineers. This is in
essence coxactly what Plato said for it means that humanity as a hole can be
ruled by nothing less than men who span tho whole of mmanity. For the poct
to become an engincer docs not mean merely that he be a poet of aluminum end
plastics and streamlining. For these arc the accidents of ongincoring and not
its cssencc. Its essence is the use of human ingenuity for the understanding
and control of naturc. It differ: from the magic of the Golem in nothing but
that it works by formulas rathcr than by incantations, and that it docs, in
fact, work.

Nevertheless, it shares with magic covery moral problem; and if it be
uscd for vain ostentation or to satisfas the lust for Lower, it is black magic-—-
and can only lead to damnation. Like magic, it leads to our selv. tion only
when it redounds to the greater Glory of God; and that is, to some jurposc
which we recognize as righteous, and which transcends all petty private am-
bitions.

Now, on with the play!
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rt Similerly, the automata of industry does not portray any deceptive

resemblance to human béings in their appearance. They do not wear macks, and
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mork by wheels and shafts, rather then arms and legs. They do not have a

standard pattern, and when the factories begin to export them by thousands,

the orders will not read simply, "Please send me 1000 robots," but rather, “We

should like to consult with your installation engineer concerning the desijreability

of purchasing two dozen Mark 18 Assembly line robots for the control of our

new airplane factory. Can you furnish the services of a taping expert on your

own staff, or at any rate recommend a reliable man whom we can employ?" In other

words, the physical picture of robots as given in the play is conventional

and unrealistic.

Yet in thet matter in which its proper reality lies--the reality of ideas
¥

and emotions-—-Capek's play hes stood up vey well with the passing of time. If

we wish to indulge in a little fancy, there is no city more fit to be the

birthplace of the demon of the machines than Frague--Progy the city of the

Fmperor Rudolph and his crew of megiciens; Prague--whose legend is the legend of

the Golem, which the Great Rabbi made of clay, and into which ke with the sacred

and unspeakable Name of Jehovah on His breath, he blew life dna horror. Forlel

Sothetthesinofnecromancyisnottheuseofsupernaturalpewers;butthe ced gh 8, patoval or BeBe Sk NT )
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It was the epigram of Plato that either the kings must

become philosophers or the philosophers must become kings.

Similarly, 1 say that either the engineers must become poets

or the poets must become engineers. This 1s in essence exactly

what Plato said for it means that humanity as a whole can be

ruled by nothing less than men who span the whole of humanity.

For the poet to become an engineer does not mean merely that

he is to be a poet of aluminum and plastics and stream lining.

For these are the accidents of engineering and not its essence.

Its essence is the use of human infenuity for the understanding

and control of nature. It differs from magic Anothing but

that 1t works by formulas rather than by incantations, and

that 1t does, in fact, work,

Nevertheless, it shares with magic every moral issue
Rd

and 1f it be used for vain ostentation or to satisfy the lust

for power, 1it ls black magic, and can only lead to damnation.
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Like magic, 1t #3 pur salvation only when it esecexmues to the

greater Glory of Godj that is to some purpose which we recog-

nize as righteous, and which transcends all petty private

ambitions.Forthe.peckis-—neothinr—itf-he—ies-not—a—pocle.


